HOW TO USE BUSINESS DESIGN THINKING TO

TRANSFORM YOUR BUSINESS
& REDESIGN JOBS
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Developed and popularized by Roger Martin, Professor Emeritus and former Dean of the ROTMAN School of Management; Business Design®
is a way of thinking and working that applies human-centred design thinking principles to improving or transforming business activities with a
focus on strategic action. It enables organisations to uncover the unarticulated unmet needs of customers and employees. When organisations
focus on meeting those needs, they are able to rid themselves of unnecessary processes to produce or deliver products & services that the
customers truly want; thereby providing the foundation to guide Job Redesign efforts. In a volatile post-pandemic world, the ability to
transform business and redesign jobs are two extremely important strategic actions that organisations ought to perform in order to ensure
survival, recovery and the potential of growth.

jobs in order to navigate in a post-pandemic world; with up to 90%
funding support from W

More than 50 enterprises have participated
and achieved significant outcomes!
CLICK... to watch how this programme helped one of them steer its business to
a brighter future resulting in a revenue increase of more than 400%.
Programme Dates & Venue:

1, 15, 22, & 29 October 2021
The Shangri-la Singapore
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Adjunct Lecturer, Curtin University
Rotman Business Design Specialist
Founding Partner, The Curious People Solutions

SIGN UP here...
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Design Thinking Partner @NTU
Rotman Business Design Specialist
Founding Partner, The Curious People Solutions

This 4-day hands-on workshop with one-on-one mentorship guidance is specially designed by Ken & Alfred, the Rotman Business Design®
specialists in Singapore. They have created their proprietary empathy toolkit called the 3Ts Empathy Toolkit based on the principles of photo
journalism – it uses photos to “capture” good and bad experiences; thereby eliciting stories of those good and bad experiences captured in
those photos to uncover valuable unmet and unknown needs. Learn up to 6 proprietary toolkits of Business Design Thinking.
This programme will empower you to transform your business and redesign jobs with up to 90% funding support from Workforce Singapore.

Call us at 6827 6930 for assistance, or find out more here.

